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Creating the Perfect Wedding Memories
Welcome to the world of Bellissimo, a stimulating range of
stylish book bound albums offered by Loxley Colour.
The Bellissimo Range is manufactured at our extensive production
facility meaning you will receive the full support you have come
to expect from the UK’s leading professional laboratory.

The solid and contemporary Acrylic cover.

FRONT COVER: Acrylic cover.

The Designer Album Jacket cover.

The prints that make up the albums are traditional silver process giving both you and
your client complete confidence in the albums durability. The range detailed in this
brochure is just a continually growing list of exciting and desirable album options.
Traditionally, book bound albums of this kind could take upwards of six weeks for
delivery, with the photographer not knowing the final results of the page layouts.
Other designers make decisions for them and often leave the photographer unhappy
with the result whereas Bellissimo Albums give you full control over design, finish,
layout and delivery of this beautifully hand crafted range of products.
There are many different size options ranging from parents style albums up to 16 x
12 inch books. The number of pages varies from as few as ten on the smaller albums
up to 40 on the largest size giving you an impressive 80 sides. With Bellissimo
albums you are in full control from outset. Simply choose your cover option, size and
format and you are ready to start designing using our prepared templates.

We have made ordering a smaller version of your main album easier than ever.
All you have to do is select the relevant size in proportion and the number you
require and we will produce them at the same time as your main album without
you having to re-design it.
ROES (remote order entry system) provides the perfect solution for ordering your
album, ready to pass on to your client with no additional finishing required.
ROES is freely downloadable at www.loxleycolour.com and once installed gives
you access to a vast array of template files allowing you to create your album
with minimum effort.
If you want to use your own design software then no problem, simply import the
finished file and drop into the relevant blank ROES template file.
If you use our template files, we will correct each image on every page free of
charge if requested. This option ensures you receive complete consistency throughout
this valuable product. If you use another designer software then we will provide
an overall correction to each page if required.
Bellissimo Albums are available in landscape and upright format, simply choose
your preference when ordering in ROES. The cover options are black or ivory,
supplied with a free designer book jacket or you can opt for the stylish acrylic
cover to give a contemporary twist to your display.
Versatility is the key to Bellissimo Albums allowing you to offer them as wedding

Bellissimo Albums are available in several
different sizes and page number combinations.

albums, portrait albums and even commercial portfolios.
We also believe we provide the quickest production times available in today’s
market place with turnaround of just seven working days.
Bellissimo Albums……Unlock your creative side.

Landscape options are also available.
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